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PES refinery’s parent firm Carlyle
Group invested $175 million in the
refinery in 2012, but Carlyle then
stripped $594 million to repay
shareholders before the bankruptcy
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Beyond
Saving
SNAP
When feeding your family is an everyday emergency
by Andrew Sejong
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In June, the House of
Representatives passed their
version of the U.S. Farm Bill
in a controversial vote of 213
to 211. Philadelphia might
not have too many farmers,
but only a small portion of the
bill has anything to do with
farming. Over three-quarters
of the money allocated by
the farm bill goes to the
Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP).
The House and Senate had
until September 30 to pass a
compromise of their separate
bills, but the deadline passed
and the law expired.

SNAP (“food stamps”) is at the center of the controversy, with House Republicans calling for stricter work
requirements. The proposed work requirement would
require SNAP recipients ages 18 to 59 who are not
disabled or raising a child under 6 to prove every month
that they spent 20 hours a week working, engaging in
an approved work or training program, or doing a combination of both.
SNAP already has a work requirement. It states
that people aged 18 to 49 who are not disabled and
are not raising children must fulfill an identical 20 hours
a week of work or time spent at an approved program.
However, under the House Republicans’ structure,
these work requirements would now apply to those in
their 50s and parents with kids who are all 6 or older.
Additionally, their structure would require monthly reporting. If you received a sudden shift change or were
fired near the end of the month and could not find an
approved program by the month’s end, you would be
removed from SNAP.
Although the Farm Bill didn’t pass, SNAP is an
entitlement, so it is safe — for now. But it continues to
face attacks in Pennsylvania and nationally.
One reason for the advent of SNAP, and the wel-

fare system as a whole, was to create a social safety
net: a system that we call upon in an emergency for
support. Work requirements undermine this mission.
Whether it’s losing a job, a family health emergency,
or a sudden eviction, we can lose hours of work for
reasons outside of our control. But losing or dropping
shifts rarely means you suddenly have more time. It is
a full-time job to manage an emergency. Households
facing emergencies should not face additional hurdles
to receive the support that they deserve.
Even in relatively stable times, for many households, food stamps are an important and regular part
of their budget. As the Center for Budget and Policy
Priorities reports, most working-age able-bodied adults
who are on SNAP work. For working-class families, every day can feel like an emergency because the “emergency” is an economy that consistently delivers low pay,
few shifts, and constant turnover. The report states:
“Unfortunately, low-paying jobs with unreliable
hours and little to no benefits are too common.
Workers in the low-wage market can’t rely on
always having a steady full-time job that pays a
living wage, and work requirements won’t crecontinued on page 16
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How to Apply
for SNAP
Eligibility
If your gross monthly income is less than or equal
to the amount in the table below, you might be
eligible. The only way to really know is to apply.

Household Size
Maximum Gross Monthly Income
		

Maximum Gross Monthly Income for
Households w/ an Elderly or Disabled Member

1

$1,608

$2,010

2

$2,166

$2,708

3

$2,723

$3,404

4

$3,280

$4,100

5

$3,838

$4,798

6

$4,395

$5,494

7

$4,952

$6,190

Don’t forget “work requirements”
Even though there aren’t enough decent jobs
for everyone, able-bodied adults without dependents aged 18 through 49 must show that they
have worked on average 80 hours a month or
participated in a government-approved work or
training program.

Where to apply?
The Online Portal is at compass.state.pa.us,
but this can be very confusing for first-time applicants. Head to your local county assistance
office and apply in person.

Who can apply?
·· The head of household; or

·· The spouse of the head of household; or
·· Any other responsible household member;
or
·· A designated authorized representative,
who can be a friend, relative, neighbor, or
anyone else the applicant trusts to go food
shopping and use their SNAP benefits.

What to bring?
··
··
··
··

A valid photo ID
Proof of residence
Documentation of income (e.g., pay stub)
Utility bills, proof of medical expenses, and
proof of any other major expenses can
make it easier to be approved (remember
to bring this information in every 6 months)

Letter from the Editors
Dear Readers,
It is autumn, which means it’s time for “Thanksgiving.” Many of our readers likely can anticipate
our feelings about this holiday (e.g., “Pilgrim is
another name for genocidal colonizer”). However, at the Partisan, we want to look at what this
story means for a contemporary America.
The Pilgrims starved because they insisted on planting cash crops like tobacco, rather
than food. Tomorrow, we may eat the rich — but
today, we starve. The rich prefer tax cuts and
profits over ending hunger in the richest country
on Earth. In this issue, we examine SNAP (i.e.,
“food stamps”) as it is coming under threat by
Congress.
A divide between producers and consumers of food separates people in urban and rural

areas. For a largely urban Left, we look into organizing in the suburbs and rural counties outside
Philadelphia.
And above all, colonialism has not ended.
Indigenous people are still being murdered and
dispossessed of their land. We look at resistance to fossil fuel pipelines in Pennsylvania and
offer an introduction to the concept of neocolonialism.
The autumnal feast begins, and we begin
with our first sips of pumpkin spice lattes.
Or so it should be.
Send us letters to the editors at phillysocialistslocal@gmail.com or Philly Socialists, PO Box
3731, Philadelphia, PA 19125. Find us online at
PhiladelphiaPartisan.com, Facebook and Twitter.

More information?
dhs.pa.gov
centralpafoodbank.org
feedingamerica.org
Or call: 1-800-692-7462

DID YOU KNOW? General
Assistance has been reinstated!!
General Assistance is a program for people
with disabilities to get cash assistance through
the state of Pennsylvania. You just have to
get a doctor to verify that you have a disability. If you live in Philadelphia, you are able to
receive $205/month. For more information,
check out dhs.pa.gov/citizens/cashassistance/
generalassistance/index.htm
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Judge Restores Worker
Benefits at Local Refinery
by Jack Grauer

al,” he wrote via e-mail. But he claimed “no ability
to send the decision…unless both parties agree.”

A passive-aggressive attack on
environmental standards

PHOTO BY JACK GRAUER

An arbitration judge this past June restored
$10 million in withheld pay to Philadelphia Energy Solutions employees. Workers claimed the
southwest Philly refinery’s board broke a collective bargaining agreement when they unilaterally
cut retirement and healthcare funds.
The Energy Solutions refinery is the single
largest contributor to air pollution in Philadelphia,
where children are twice as likely to get asthma
as the average American child. The refinery declared bankruptcy in January. The federal government has since granted it hundreds of millions of
dollars in bailout money.
Energy Solutions discusses the cutbacks
to its workers’ benefits, along with layoffs, in
bankruptcy filings. They say, “Industry-wide turmoil” caused what they describe as “operational changes to achieve expense savings through
salaried headcount reductions [and] benefit plan
changes… Cost-cutting measures forced employees to pay more for health plans [and] suspended Debtor contributions to a defined contribution plan.”
But the heads of the company have been
doing just fine. Former Energy Solutions CEO
Phil Rinaldi and CFO James Rens claimed a combined total of around $11.6 million in summary
compensation during 2014, according to Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ. Documents included
with a public offering the firm later retracted show
that Rinaldi held more than $18 million in out-

standing equity awards at that fiscal year’s close.
The workers’ union, the United Steel, Paper and Forestry, Rubber Manufacturing, Energy,
Allied Industrial and Services Workers Union,
Philadelphia Local 10-1, first lodged a complaint with the National Labor Relations Board
(NLRB) in June of 2017. The NLRB is a federal
agency whose job is protecting the rights of private-sector employees.
The NLRB supplied The Partisan documents regarding the case in response to a Freedom of Information Act request. One such memo
lists 700 workers on site as of June, 2017. This
would signify a more than 50% cut in refinery
staff over two years. Former CEO Rinaldi told
the Senate the refinery employed 1,500 people
in 2015.
Refinery executives also withheld information from involved parties regarding these cutbacks. Another NLRB memo details a failure
to “provide information relevant to bargaining
and contract administration upon request,” and
claimed Energy Solutions “unreasonably delayed
in providing information relevant to bargaining
and contract administration.”
The National Labor Relations Board cared
so much about the dispute that they sent it to
private arbitration. Arbitration judge Thomas McConnell heard the matter. McConnell denied The
Partisan’s request to review documents detailing
his final word. “I love the press. This is not person-

The federal government this February granted Energy Solutions hundreds of millions of dollars in bankruptcy bailout funds. The refinery filed
for such protections a month before they would
have had to pay up to comply with federal environmental law.
The Renewable Fuel Standard encourages
fuel producers to blend sustainable fuel like cornbased ethanol with their product. Those who
blend more biofuel than the government requires
can earn and, then, sell surplus credits.
Fuel producers also have the option to ignore the biofuel blending obligations and simply
buy the credits. Philadelphia Energy Solutions
claimed they spent more than a billion dollars buying these credits before they declared bankruptcy.
Energy Solutions’ parent firm Carlyle Group
made an investment of $175 million in the refinery
in 2012, Reuters’ analysis shows. The Group then
stripped $594 million to repay shareholders before
the bankruptcy. But rather than investment issues
or a national decline in product demand, Energy
Solutions blames the Renewable Fuel Standard
as the central cause of their financial failure.
The fossil fuel lobby has since taken the
refinery as its mascot in a campaign to reform
or destroy this environmental regulation. During
a February conference call, CEO Dave Lamp of
Texas-based refining firm CVR Energy spoke to
investors of a “constructive political pressure” in
the wake of the Philly refinery’s bankruptcy. The
industry urges legislators to “allow free markets
to work and, ideally, eliminate the mandate or, at
a minimum, prevent RINs [biofuel credits] from
picking winners and losers,” Lamp said.
Meanwhile, as fossil fuel tycoons blame
environmental rules for their own failures, their
wealthy corporations are making money selling
the same biofuels credits they claim to despise.
Both senators and federal agencies allege that
the EPA lacks the resources or acumen to adequately run the Renewable Fuel Standard program, which for this reason relies heavily on the
Honor System.
The EPA says they’ve prosecuted fraudulent
biofuel credit transactions worth more than $500
million as of March, 2018. But poor data collection also makes sustained market manipulation
hard to prove.
Energy Solutions sold about 40 million biofuel credits in late 2017 before they declared
bankruptcy, according to Reuters’ unnamed
source. But we can’t know how much money
continued on page 15
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Organizing Suburbia

How Socialists Are Making Moves (and Movements) in the Suburbs
by Kristyn Johnson

The “suburban-urban divide” has long been a
scapegoat to oversimplify the differences experienced between urban, city neighborhoods and
more suburban communities. Suburban communities are painted by elitist, urban scholars
and media sources alike as static, unchanging
landscapes that cannot catch up with the “more
progressive” cities and their politics. This division was played out heavily in the media in the
weeks following the election of Donald Trump,
as news source after news source claimed that
“rural America” had gifted Trump the presidency.
As always, the reality of life for rural and suburban neighborhoods is much more nuanced
than those headlines. As socialism becomes increasingly visible in the United States, and Democratic socialist candidates like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez generate wins in state politics, we
must remember that socialist and leftist movements are organizing in suburban communities
just as steadily as in urban ones.
Because of these outdated views about
suburban organizing, some leftist movements
forget that less urban parts of the states need
organizers too, to the devastation of coalition-building and cross-community support. Indeed, organizers from suburban parts of the Philadelphia area were quick to highlight the faults in
such an opinion.
Hamer Rodriguez, an organizer for Bucks
and Montgomery County DSA (BuxMont DSA)
explained in an interview with The Partisan,
“People have this generalization that it’s a lost
cause to reach out to people in the ‘burbs or ru-

ral areas because of their lack of desire to learn.
I think that’s a form of elitism and that shouldn’t
belong at all in leftist organizations.”
Nick P., an organizer with the Bucks County
Socialists, shared a similar view: “A lot of times,
I get the feeling from people in the city that the
suburbs are a monolithic place where the only
state of mind is bourgeois or reactionary and
that everyone neatly obeys the logic of capitalism. The poverty we have witnessed feels invisible to anyone beyond where we live. Where
we live has been so completely dominated by
capitalism, many feel they have no say in the
governance of their lives beyond what their jobs
can bring in.”
While fighting capitalism is a common issue for both urban and suburban socialist organizations, the organizers I corresponded with
highlighted specific issues in their communities
that they were fighting against and organizing
around. Caity C., an organizer for the South
Jersey DSA, stated some of their major focus
issues as reproductive justice, anti-imperialist
organizing, socialist and feminist educational
workshops, and the Fight for $15 movement.
Hamer highlighted eco-socialism and halting
fracking and pipeline construction as important
organizing issues for the BuxMont DSA, along
with fighting for the elimination of cash bail at
the local level and supporting larger movement
issues like Medicare for All and Fight for $15.
Immigration and anti-ICE organizing were a common focal point among all three organizations.
The Bucks County Socialists and BuxMont DSA

described how they worked together to help defeat the 287(G) program — a program that would
have essentially deputized the local police to act
as ICE agents — in Bensalem Township.
Organizers in suburban and more rural
communities also deal with unique challenges and circumstances when trying to organize
around issues. Caity explained that the South
Jersey DSA has comrades who travel from
shore towns, rural farmlands, and more urban
areas to meet and organize. Such disparate locations, she stated, “bring a mixed bag of unique
needs.” For instance, she described one issue
that the South Jersey DSA is focusing on: farm
workers. While many issues that socialist organizers choose to rally around are similar across
cities, suburbs, and even state lines, some issues, such as farming rights, fracking, and environmental conservation are more pressing in
suburban communities. “Farm workers aren’t
included in the National Labor Relations Act, so
they have no rights to collective bargaining … or
safety protections, and they’re reluctant to seek
help due to many of them being undocumented
… farm workers are in an extremely vulnerable position,” Caity explained. “That’s a problem specific to many rural regions in our area ….”
Several organizers also mentioned that
fewer, less centralized city centers present a
unique challenge when organizing in suburban
areas. “There are fewer community focal points
where a movement can gain visibility; there isn’t
really a Market Street or City Hall equivalent for
Bucks County,” Kurt S., from the Bucks Councontinued on page 6
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Suburbia | from page 5

ty Socialists, explained. Hamer (BuxMont DSA)
echoed a similar sentiment, noting that “we have
the issue of coordinating a bunch of small towns
and boroughs, few of which have strong town
squares or centers to protest in or recruit from.
In some ways, it seems like suburbs were deliberately made to alienate.”
These ideas of isolation and alienation in
suburban cities were another common thread
mentioned by organizers. “I think that suburban
organizing allows us to organize with those that
are normally left out of leftist movements,” Eli S.
(Bucks County Socialists) remarked, “not because capitalism is any less terrible in the suburbs … suburbia is truly a horrifying reflection
of late stage capitalism, and the alienation is
possibly even greater than in urban areas due to
a lesser perceived sense of community.” Alienation (one symptom of the damages brought
on by late stage capitalism) is clearly present
in both the structural makeup of suburban cityscapes, as well as the disconnection of communities in and around neighborhoods. The greater
the suburban sprawl, the greater the possibility
for a sense of separation.
The folks from South Jersey DSA, BuxMont DSA, and Bucks County Socialists all cited base-building and coalition building as vital
components to their current and long-term socialist organizing strategies. Only by supporting
each other’s organizing goals and sharing in the
burdens of creating change can we move forward and continue to disrupt and dismantle capitalism, racism, heteropatriarchy, and the various
other systems of oppression that those in power
seek to maintain.
Caity (South Jersey DSA) reminded me
that part of dismantling capitalism is remembering the socialist history within this country
and elsewhere: “There’s both intentional and
unintentional distortions of history and current
events. Plus generations of unhinged anti-socialist propaganda that helps to create the narrative
that challenges to capitalist exploitation cannot
make significant advances in [suburban] areas,
so the question should be, ‘When has socialism
been allowed to thrive?’”
As we consider this question, we must also
consider how, why, and where socialism has
been allowed to thrive, or conversely, it has been
stamped out. We should consider the past and
present, local and national, suburban and urban,
across space and time to nurture the alliances
and coalitions that will help us build the communities, nation, and world we seek to live in.
“The future is full of possibilities; unfortunately, the brightest time to a be a leftist is coinciding with some of the darkest days in recent
American history,” Hamer added.

Kill the Black Snake in Your Mind
How to fight capitalism and
colonialism to save the planet
by Sasha Berkman and Suzy Subways

As ecological catastrophes happen more frequently, scientists’ predictions of climate change
become grimmer. Our inability to stop the destruction of the planet is partially due to the persistent, heel-in-the-ground attitude of the global
financial system and its representatives in government who ensure that little is done. Under a
capitalist system, the economy depends on corporations making more money and expanding
their markets. Politicians in collaboration with
corporate lobbyists enact policies that create an
atmosphere favorable to corporate investment,
at best tossing a few crumbs to environmental
advocates. For those concerned with averting

catastrophe, a thorough reckoning with the logic of capital and colonialism needs to be done.
Let’s start in Pennsylvania. Two major pipeline projects — the PennEast pipeline and the
Mariner East 2 pipeline — threaten the Delaware
River watershed, on which all life in our region
depends. The fossil fuel industry is determined
to expand its profits by increasing the flow of
fracked gas and natural gas liquids to faraway
markets. These fossil fuels will either be burned
and speed up climate change or be turned into
plastics that will end up in landfills or the ocean.
According to the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA),

Writer’s Note: A huge thanks to Hamer from the BuxMont
DSA, Melissa, Nick, Kurt, and Eli from the Bucks County
Socialists, and Caity from the South Jersey DSA for their inspiring and insightful answers to my questions. Please support our comrades and the work they do outside of Philadelphia! We are stronger together, even across cities, counties,
states, and countries. Solidarity!

GRAPHIC COURTESY DELAWARE RIVERKEEPER NETWORK
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there were 92,407 miles of pipelines carrying
natural gas and liquid petroleum products in
Pennsylvania in 2017. That distance is the same
as 151 round trips between Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. The
FracTracker Alliance has created a map showing the locations and other details of spills
and other dangerous incidents along pipelines
across the state.
Construction on the $2.5 billion Mariner
East 2 pipeline began in February 2017 and has
already resulted in more than a hundred spills.
The Department of Environmental Protection
has issued more than 60 violations to Sunoco
for pollution and destroying private water wells.
Drilling mud spills have polluted important wetlands and trout streams, and a Chester County
community lost the use of its drinking water.
In South-Central Pennsylvania, retired
teacher and grandmother Ellen Sue Gerhart
documented the impacts of pipeline construction through her land, such as sedimentation,
spills, and improper erosion controls. Gerhart
has lived on her family’s land for 35 years.
She and her family have not given permission
for Sunoco and its parent company, Energy
Transfer Partners, to build there — Sunoco used
eminent domain to establish the legal right to
cut through the land where the Gerharts live.
According to a statement released by the family, on May 23, Sunoco spilled 4,000 gallons of
drilling fluid on their land, threatening the Gerharts’ well water.

ART BY GINA LERMAN

In order to break from our
ecocidal course, we need to
fundamentally change the
logic of power
On July 27, sheriff’s officers arrested Gerhart on her land in retaliation for her resistance.
Energy Transfer Partners successfully filed a
motion to revoke her bail, and Gerhart was sentenced to two to six months in jail. Since then,
according to Food and Water Watch, five women have been arrested for having picnics and
holding bake sales along the pipeline route to
interfere with construction.

Native American water
protectors on the front lines
A Lakota prophecy that a great black snake
will cut through the land and bring destruction
to the people and the earth inspired Native
American water protectors at Standing Rock to
resist construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline through their land in North Dakota. But the
black snake continues to roam, and the destruction continues.
The capitalist elite’s need to maximize profit
requires a complete disregard for the possibili-

ty of a planet unsuitable for organized life. The
logic of power in the United States remains
unchanged since 1492: the logic that ethnically
cleansed Indigenous peoples, enslaved Africans,
turned women into property, felled ancient forests and slaughtered species to extinction. The
solution then is simple: In order to break from
our ecocidal course, we need to fundamentally
change the logic of power. We need to envision
an end to capitalism and colonialism.

Indigenous peoples (especially those organized and resistant) have always presented
an existential threat to the United States and
its mythos, and this threat has been dealt with
brutally. (See An Indigenous Peoples’ History
of the United States by Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz.)
In a lengthy series of reports on the Dakota Access Pipeline resistance movement, the Intercept explored documents from the private security firm TigerSwan, a paramilitary organization
continued on page 16
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Occupy ICE

A View From Inside the Protest Movement
by Danielle Corcione

The movement to abolish Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) took the City of Brotherly Love by surprise during the first week of July.
Although protesters getting arrested isn’t anything new, especially in Philadelphia, there was
rampant police hostility against the pro-immigrant demonstrations. That’s not a coincidence.
Philadelphia’s ICE office is the most aggressive
in the nation, making more “at-large” arrests of
undocumented people without criminal convictions in 2017 than any other.

The first few days
The initial march erupted at 5 p.m. outside City
Hall on July 2. There were speeches and chants
at the publicly announced rally, but I arrived a
half hour late. So late that once I got off the
subway at the Walnut-Locust station — thinking I’d have time to stop at Wawa — I saw the
protesters passing by, as the crowd wrapped
around city hall. This unannounced march was
a product of weeks of planning by a coalition
of several organizations, but I could already tell
this wasn’t an ordinary march. Everyone’s feet
advanced at a pace that looked like they had
somewhere to go. I soon realized the destination was 114 N. 8th Street, the address of the
local ICE office.
By about 6:15 p.m., the demonstration ended right where I had anticipated. Demonstrators

PHOTO BY DANIELLE CORCIONE
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held down and blocked off the intersection of
8th Street and Cherry Street. There were already demonstrators with banners, packs of
water bottles, and snacks waiting there for the
grand arrival.
Activists, organizers, and everyday dissenters flocked to the doors of the ICE building to
physically block anyone — particularly ICE agents
with detainees — from entering. But this didn’t last
long. The rest of the night, into the next day, was
a constant negotiation of cops allowing — then
threatening, then allowing again, then threatening again — demonstrators to stand by the federal
building. Then, the following afternoon, 29 demonstrators were yanked away and arrested.
“When the police moved in, we were in a
line across the doors [of the ICE building] and
the police were going down the line, getting
people one by one,” said a Philly Socialists member who chose to remain anonymous and was
also linking arms with other demonstrators when
they were arrested on July 3. *
But despite the batch of arrests, morale
was still high. The more brutality the demonstrators faced, the more support they received from
the community. Philadelphians came during their
* interview conducted for rewire.news/
article/2018/07/06/demonstrators-occupy-icebuilding-philadelphia-amid-police-brutality

commutes and lunch breaks with supplies (pizza
pies, lawn chairs, beach chairs, bottles of water, and more). And the cops took notice; on a
few occasions, those unloading their trunks and
hatchbacks with supplies were issued tickets by
PPD for idling.

Life at the Occupy ICE
encampment
It was a tense environment, so tense that it’s
hard to imagine sleeping while being under
constant surveillance by law enforcement, so
vulnerable to violence erupting at any second
and being in the middle of it. On July 4 at 10:30
p.m., I was able to sink into a lawn chair and
whip out my notebook. People at the encampment were meeting in a general assembly, and
the camp gathered in a circle around someone
with a megaphone.
At the time, there were Occupy ICE camps
in other major cities all over the country: New
York City, Portland, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Atlanta, and even Wichita, Kansas. Many, if
not all, faced some type of police repression.
Earlier that night, I got the word that Atlanta’s
camp was not only raided, but protesters were
knocked to the ground and beaten.
A moment later, a few cops approached the
general assembly, probably to eavesdrop on the
conversation. Then the group began chanting
the demands of the occupation: Abolish ICE,
shut down the Berks County Family Immigration Detention Center, and end collaboration
between ICE and PPD through the data-sharing Preliminary Arraignment Reporting System
(PARS) agreement.
“There’s a helicopter hovering over camp,” I
wrote. “I think it’s a tactic to disperse our meeting, to make it difficult to hear each other.”
I thought about when the PPD dropped a
bomb over a residential neighborhood in West
Philadelphia, killing 11 people including five
children, to target the Black liberation M.O.V.E.
organization in 1985.
Did I think a bomb would actually drop on
us? No. Although it was a pro-immigration action,
many protesters were white and didn’t come
from immigrant families. This was partially due to
the protest being risky for anyone who is (and/
or has family members) at-risk of deportation —
after all, it was right outside the ICE office, and
even Department of Homeland Security agents
showed up from time to time. But my fear was informed by a history of police violence, especially
violence that targeted political dissenters.
Demonstrators at the camp, especially
those who slept overnight, talked about how
the cops used tactics to terrorize and intimidate
them. The anonymous Philly Socialists member

mentioned that the cops would keep their headlights on all night to make it even more difficult
for those at camp to get shut-eye.
Another raid by hundreds of cops occured
on July 5 around noon, just hours before a
planned press conference. The camp was again
demolished. This time, six people were arrested.

Camps 2.0 and 3.0 — and
goodbye, PARS!
On July 7, the camp relocated to City Hall under new leadership. While all three demands
were intended to be central to the second camp,
those working on it chose to focus on the third
demand: to end the city’s PARS agreement with

ICE. The idea was to be physically present outside of City Hall, where the city’s leaders, including City Council members and Mayor Kenney,
would see them.
Within a matter of weeks, many milestones
occurred. Mayor Kenney called a meeting with
organizers and activists. District Attorney Larry
Krasner spoke out against the PARS agreement. The city requested a meeting with ICE
officials. A series of “noise demos” disrupted
business-as-usual ICE operations nearly two
weeks after the first camp relocated. Campers
shut down city hall traffic for two hours while
shouting for justice for Nia Wilson and “Free
Puerto Rico!” Demonstrators (including those

demanding housing for disabled people in the
city) occupied City Hall.
These events led to Mayor Jim Kenney announcing the end of the PARS agreement on
July 27, a major victory for everyone involved with
Occupy ICE PHL.
The city evicted the second encampment
following the ending of PARS, but a third camp
was launched on July 28 across the street next
to Municipal Services Plaza. Camp 3.0 added
a new demand of city government — stopping
racist stop-and-frisk policing. There are two
demands still left to be met: shutting down the
Berks Detention Center and, of course, abolishing ICE.

The Homeless Against
Stop and Frisk houses
before their eviction, on
the day political prisoner
Mumia Abu-Jamal went
back to court
PHOTO COURTESY HOMELESS AGAINST STOP AND FRISK

“We Need People Here to Be
Fighting the Fight”

A report on the third encampment of
Occupy ICE Philadelphia
by Nick Millman

Occupy ICE didn’t end in July after Mayor Kenney announced he would end Philadelphia’s
PARS data-sharing agreement with Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE). Philly was
still occupying until the end of August. A new
group called Homeless Against Stop and Frisk
launched the movement’s third encampment on
Saturday, July 28 at the intersection of Broad
and Arch streets. The protest camp still demanded the federal abolition of ICE and the closure
of the Berks Family Detention Center. But Oc-

cupy ICE also took on a new demand — to end
the Philadelphia Police Department’s practices
of stop-and-frisk.
Stop-and-frisk is a police procedure to detain, question, and search someone without evidence of illegal activity. This widely condemned
practice disproportionately targets Black and
Brown people and can often lead to wrongful
incarceration. In an analysis of a recent Philadelphia Police report on stop and frisk, the Pennsylvania ACLU writes that the department has

only made “limited progress” in ending its illegal
stops of pedestrians since a 2010 lawsuit was
filed against the city. The analysis states that “as
many as 20,000 people were stopped in 2017
without justifiable reason” and that “racial disparities also remain.”
Aaron K., who participated in the encampment, emphasized that incidents of stop-andfrisk have become more frequent within certain
zones of the city, especially in Center City but
also in predominantly Black neighborhoods
continued
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within Philadelphia.
A member of Philly for REAL Justice explained the connection between the new and
ongoing demands while speaking at a protest
on July 31: “Stop and frisk is directly related
to how they are deporting immigrants,” he said.
“The way the state comes, and DHS [Department
of Human Services] comes, to kidnap Black and
Brown children out of their homes is the same
way they send ICE to kidnap these immigrant
children.” Many unhoused people have experienced family separation when DHS has taken
children away from their parents and put them
in foster care.
The demand to end stop-and-frisk comes
from a refashioned coalition emerging from the
second Occupy ICE encampment. A member of
the Liberation Project stated, “One of the affinity
groups formed in the second encampment was
Homeless Against Stop and Frisk,” which aligned
with several community members and autonomous organizers to bring this demand to the fore.
Following the second encampment’s
eviction from its City Hall location, the third
encampment originally relocated to Broad and
Arch along the Municipal Services Building. Police then removed the third encampment, and it
moved to the sidewalk directly outside the Arch
Street United Methodist Church. The Inquirer
documented the heavy police force around its
relocation, which entailed four arrests. The strip
of grass around the Municipal Services Building

and the concrete clearing have in the past functioned as a kind of commons for the unhoused to
use for rest and community. Yet, the city department of Civil Affairs manipulated the creation
of the third encampment and the Occupy ICE
movement to justify the construction of steel
fencing and black barriers to block access to
these spaces.
Aaron K. explained how his own subjection
to stop-and-frisk in Philadelphia motivated him to
join the third encampment. He pointed out that
while a few already established organizations
supported the third encampment, such as Workers World Party and Philly for REAL Justice, the
key difference is that unhoused individuals primarily visited the current encampment for resources,
such as food and water, and for fellowship. Aaron
K. worked with the Broad Street Ministry so that
sanctuary, food, and bathrooms were available to
those at the encampment. Periodically, individuals dropped off food or trained professionals provided pro bono medical examinations.

incidents of stop-and-frisk
have become more frequent
within certain zones of the city
Trenae Jones, an autonomous organizer
and part of the third encampment, emphasized

that the reduced number of bodies at the encampment compromised the movement: “We
need people here to be fighting the fight.” Beyond the issue of fewer numbers at camp, the
third encampment was frequently subject to regular harassment and surveillance by the police.
Philadelphia Weekly reports that the third
encampment encountered “incidences of drug
use” and health risks, which the city and police
used as grounds to interfere with the occupation’s activities. The Weekly admits that these
issues often affect unhoused communities and
are not limited to the encampment. Trenae voices the need for organizations and individuals to
contribute to the creation of “safe spaces” that
will allow the unhoused and those battling addiction to access proper services and care.
Groups in solidarity with the third Occupy
ICE encampment, such as the Liberation Project, Juntos, Cosecha, and Philly for REAL Justice, maintained that in addition to stop-and-frisk,
the occupation was continuing the fight for the
closure of the Berks Family Detention Center
and the federal abolition of ICE. The third encampment disbanded after people who had
been staying there moved into two vacant houses in North Philadelphia that the Philadelphia
Housing Authority had taken from their former
owners. Several days later, PHA evicted the
activists and left them homeless again. Occupy
ICE organizers have been continuing to help the
activists find homes where they can live.

A Whirlwind of
Protest

Timeline of the Occupy ICE
Philadelphia Encampments
by Kristyn Johnson

•

July 2, 2018 Organizers from across
Philadelphia build an occupation encampment
outside of the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) office in Philadelphia, near
8th and Cherry Streets.
The encampment organizers announce
three demands:
1) an end to Philadelphia’s data-sharing
with ICE through the Preliminary
Arraignment Reporting System (PARS);
2) the shutdown of the Berks Family
Detention Center;
3) the abolishment of ICE.

•

July 3, 2018 Philadelphia police arrest 29
people outside of the encampment. They are
issued citations for “failure to disperse” and
released.

•

July 5, 2018 Philadelphia police charge, raid,
and “bike doze” the encampment, injuring
several protesters. Seven people are arrested
and cited for “failure to disperse.”

•

July 7, 2018 The Occupy ICE PHL
encampment moves to City Hall and continues
its three demands.
For the next 21 days, protesters and organizers
occupy space outside of City Hall, continuing
to demand that Mayor Kenney not renew
Philadelphia’s PARS data-sharing contract with
ICE.

•

July 27, 2018 Mayor Kenney announces that
Philadelphia will not renew its contract to share
PARS data with ICE. The contract will expire
on August 31, 2018.
After the PARS announcement, Mayor Kenney
serves a 24-hour eviction notice to the
encampment outside of City Hall.
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Rally to Abolish ICE,
Organize to Abolish Empire
by Mara Henao

When I was growing up in Colombia, the story
that a better life awaited in the United States
was fed to us on the daily — big houses with
large lawns, better educations; capitalist dreams
wrapped in a light-skinned bow. We heard this
in movies and read it in the news, in advertisements, everywhere: “Up North is a dreamland of
opportunities for hardworking people.”
What parent wouldn’t want that for their
children?
But what is left out of that story is the crucial role the United States has played in the
destruction of countries like mine. This nation
was built on the sweat, blood and tears of immigrants and others. We cannot live in a capitalist superpower without the inhumane destruction and exploitation of the rest of North
and South America.

On December 5, 1928 in Cienaga, Magdalena (a city one hour away from my hometown
in Colombia), the United States threatened to
invade if a strike of the banana workers wasn’t
put down. They were asking for better working
conditions from their employer, the U.S.-based
United Fruit Company.
Their resistance led the workers to be
deemed “communists” and dangerous by the
local U.S. officials. Under U.S. pressure, the
Colombian army massacred all of the workers
involved. The U.S. ambassador to Colombia,
Jefferson Caffery, boasted in a telegram to U.S.
Secretary of State Frank Kellogg: “I have the
honor to report that the Bogotá representative
of the United Fruit Company told me yesterday
that the total number of strikers killed by the Colombian military exceeded one thousand.”

Today, the people of Cienaga are still poor,
and their working conditions are still unfair. And
they are — you guessed it — still slaves to the banana trade.
We come here to the United States because our countries are broken by the same
hand that wants to persecute us and get rid of
us. Immigration from Latin America is the harvest
of the American Empire.
The U.S. owes reparations to its neighbors.
We’re not a pest, we’re a people. We have families, we have needs, we don’t want to leave our
countries behind — but a lot of us are left with
no options.
Many people are saying we need to “abolish ICE.” While that is absolutely right, we need
to be clear what this means. The solution isn’t
to go back to pre-ICE immigration policies.
continued on page 15
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•

July 28, 2018 Protesters relocate to a third
encampment at Broad and Arch Streets, near
the Philadelphia Municipal Services Building.
In addition to the two demands from the first
two encampments (to shut down Berks and
abolish ICE), the encampment declares a new
third demand: End stop-and-frisk policing in
Philadelphia.

•

July 31, 2018 Philadelphia police arrest four
protesters. One person is released the same
day.

•

August 1, 2018 The remaining three protesters
are released after being held overnight. All four
protesters were cited with “failure to disperse.”

•

August 4, 2018 Protesters march from
the Liberty Bell to continue demands that
Philadelphia end all collaboration with ICE.

•

August 26, 2018 Homeless Against Stop and
Frisk, an organization formed by houseless
people helping to maintain the anti-ICE
occupation, moves into two empty Philadelphia
Housing Authority houses.

•

August 31, 2018 PHA evicts the activists —
leaving them once again without homes — and
boards up the property. Philadelphia’s PARS
data-sharing agreement with ICE expires.
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What is
COLONIALISM?

Plain People,
Revolutionary
Politics

By John L. Hill

Colonialism is when a nation, government, or
ruling elite takes political control over another
people and their territory. Colonizers (folks taking over) work to dominate the colonized (folks
getting taken over) using many strategies. Colonizers bring in settlers to occupy land, use
military and economic violence, and destroy
anything holding colonized communities together (self-government, language, religion, common
land, etc.).
Once colonizers take over, they exploit the
land and its people. They steal raw materials,
take territory, push people out of their homes,
profit off forced labor, and flood their products
into markets they now dominate. Sometimes they
just kill off as many locals as they can. To hide the
ugly reality, colonizers use myths about bringing
“civilization” to “uncivilized” people, or claim the
land was simply “empty” until they arrived.
Colonialism brutally reshaped our world.
By 1914, large portions of Asia, the Middle East,
Caribbean and Pacific islands, and nearly all of
Africa were divided into colonies by European
powers, the US, and Japan. The Americas as
we know them were built on the bones of the
colonized. Today, Guam and Puerto Rico remain
US colonies.
As former colonies gained legal independence, colonialism morphed into neocolonialism. Under neocolonialism (“new”-colonialism),

CONCEPT

colonizers allowed the colonized to make their
own governments and pass their own laws, but
kept control from a distance. They did this by exploiting economic weakness, chaining countries
to international debt, and making alliances with
local military and political elites — and if the government got too far out of line, they just propped
up another group of suckers to take over (examples: Congo 1961, Haiti 1991/2004, etc.).
Over time, neocolonialism changed the
rules for everybody. Yesterday’s colonizers conquered the world to enrich their nation. Today’s
colonizers conquer to enrich global corporations.
National militaries become tools for private profit, while nations fall apart and governments go
broke funding corporate wars. Yesterday’s colonialism promised white workers that they would
be on top, that the fruits from the colony would
provide them with social and economic security. Today’s neocolonialism makes no promises.
While old lines between colonizer and colonized
are still drawn across the earth in blood and
security barriers, their meaning becomes more
confused and complicated.
Look at Philly and beyond: Communities
see their land seized by multinational corporations and suburban gentrifiers. Stop and frisk
tactics mobilize police as an occupying army
keeping natives in check. Nonprofits suck up
public assistance dollars for programs that tell
Black people how to act “professional” — meanwhile, our public schools are falling apart. Governments that hate refugees fund wars that
produce them. White workers are told to fear foreigners by rich men who offshore bank accounts
and make money exploiting immigrant labor.
Complicated and constantly evolving, echoes of
colonialism are everywhere.
Further reading

The Wretched of the Earth by Frantz Fanon
(1961)
Night-Vision: Illuminating War and Class on the
Neo-Colonial Terrain by Butch Lee and Red
Rover (1993)
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The radical roots of Pennsylvania’s
Amish and Mennonite communities
by Garett Miller

When most people think about the Amish and
Mennonite communities, they picture horses
and buggies and houses without electricity. People come from all over the world to study their
society and buy their quilts.
As someone who grew up Mennonite, I can
see why the lifestyle is interesting, but I think the
history and theology that inspire this way of living are much more meaningful. They’re typically seen as one of the most conservative sects
of Christianity, but in reality their beliefs have
repeatedly compelled them into struggles for
justice. Similarly, the lessons that I was taught
as part of my childhood religion are inextricably
linked to the socialist beliefs that I hold today.
The Anabaptists, since their inception and to this
day, commit themselves to strict adherence to
simple principles preached by Jesus. This commitment led to a turbulent formation and a militant alliance with the peasants of Germany. Their
failure to successfully implement changes to the
church and state would eventually drive them
away from mainstream society and towards
the secluded lifestyle that is so associated with
them today.

their beliefs have repeatedly
compelled them into
struggles for justice
The story starts with the Protestant Reformation. In 1517, Martin Luther wrote the Ninety-Five Theses which criticized the Catholic
church’s use of indulgences to raise funds and,
more broadly, its ability to cast judgement on
other people. Luther quickly found himself on
the receiving end of calls for excommunication
and even burning for heresy. His conflict with the
Catholic church seemed virtuous, but as princes
around Europe began to see the benefits of a
separation from the Catholic church, Luther allied himself with those same nobles and royalty.
However, there was another wing of the
Protestant Reformation — the Radical Reformation. The Radical Reformers were inspired by
the early church’s clash with the Roman Empire. They saw states as fundamentally corrupt
and large church institutions, like the Catholic
church, as unbiblical. They sought to purify the
religion by decoupling it from institutions larger than a community church and improving the

lives of regular Christians. One of the principles
derived from this separation from power is that
Christianity is a personal choice and cannot
be forced on other people. This is where the
Anabaptists (Rebaptists) get their names. They
refused to baptize babies and instead baptized
a person when they felt that they were ready
to commit themselves to God. This practice is
common among Protestants to this day.
This split in the Reformation came to a
head in 1525, when the peasants of Germany
rose up against their feudal lords in response to
a ferocious consolidation of power that turned
landowners into serfs and pushed serfs deeper
into servitude. Luther condemned the rebellion
in his piece Against the Murderous, Thieving
Hordes of Peasants. Preachers of the Radical
Reformation, on the other hand, actively inspired
and supported the peasants in their rebellion. As
clergy were the intellectuals of their time, they
helped the peasants formulate their demands
to the nobility in The Twelve Articles. They demanded an end to serfdom, public ownership of
nature and natural resources, a public institution
to regulate rent prices, and more control over
the amount of work they did.
Some of the Radical Reformers even provided military support to the peasants. Thomas
Müntzer created an armed militia called the “Eternal League of God.” The peasant army had a military structure with evolving tactics. They were
poorly equipped and relied on the mobility of their
wagon forts to stand a chance against the princes’ armies. Unfortunately, this was not enough
and the uprising was smashed by the end of the
year. About 100,000 peasants were killed.
The German Peasants’ War was extremely
formative for the next generation of Anabaptists.
It deepened their beliefs about the corruption
of governments. There would be smaller uprisings over the next century and they would be
put down with the same viciousness as the first.
Many of the Anabaptists started adopting pacifism as a core belief because of Jesus’s refusal
to use violence and surely as a reaction to the
violence they had endured.
Many Mennonites and Quakers, groups
that originated from the Anabaptists, left Europe
in the 1680s to settle in William Penn’s new colony, now Pennsylvania, because of his promise
of tolerance. They settled in Germantown. By the
time they arrived, slavery was an entrenched part
of the economy. Some of the wealthier Mennonite-Quakers, like William Penn, purchased and
traded enslaved workers. However, there were

brighter spots. In 1688, a group of four Mennonite-Quakers drafted the first petition for the abolition of slavery in the United States. They saw
parallels between their struggle for religious freedom and a person’s right to freedom from slavery.
The petition went so far as to say that by The
Golden Rule, the slaves had the right to revolt.
By the American Revolution, slavery had been essentially eliminated within the Mennonite-Quaker
community. The group would continue to petition
the Continental Congress and the United States
Congress for the abolition of slavery.
The Mennonites did not support the American Revolution. Their literal translation of the
Sermon on the Mount, Jesus’s most difficult set
of moral demands, commanded them to “turn
the other cheek” and “love your enemy.” When
they were eventually legally forced to participate

in the conflict, they refused to fight and opted to
help in other ways.
The Mennonites have not left their ethical
tradition behind. Their anti-war commitment
continues to this day. I’ve known many Mennonites who were conscientious objectors. Those
quotes from the Sermon on the Mount were
repeatedly spoken by my grandparents. They
served as the basis for the morality that I hold
today. The Radical Reformers’ fight alongside
the German peasants, the Mennonites’ rejection of slavery, and their anti-war tradition orbit
the struggle for socialism. While I wasn’t aware
of this history until recently, I can see how the
same principles and teachings that drove my ancestors to fight for a better world are the same
ones that compel me to action in an age of endless war and economic inequality.
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Why Did Philly Offer
Amazon Money We
Don’t Have?
by Derry Todd

In January, Philadelphia was announced as one
of the 20 cities to possibly host Amazon’s second headquarters. The city is up against the likes
of Chicago, Toronto, Atlanta, Dallas and Austin.
Amazon says it will choose by the end of the year.
The Amazon HQ2 selection process has
been a race to the bottom for the municipal governments. Amazon says it will hire 50,000 wellpaid tech employees to work at the second headquarters. If HQ2 is built here, these jobs will not
necessarily go to Philadelphians struggling with
unemployment. In fact, they could bring an influx
of wealthy new residents into the city’s increasingly unaffordable housing market. However, Enrico Moretti, an economist from the University of
California Berkeley, claims that those positions
could indirectly create as many as 250,000 new
jobs, because service and professional workers
will be needed to meet the needs of these new
additions to the city’s population.
The candidate cities are doing everything
they can to entice Amazon to plant seeds in their
city, including offering massive tax subsidies to
the retail giant. New Jersey is offering tax breaks
worth $7 billion over the next decade if Amazon
sets up HQ2 in Newark. Chicago offered $1.32
billion of personal income taxes from future Amazon employees. Pennsylvania made an offer of
$4.5 billion in tax breaks, and Philadelphia reportedly offered $1.1 billion in tax subsidies over 20
years. A few other cities and states are also of-

fering Amazon billions of dollars to choose them.
This tax money that could go to schools, feeding the hungry, roads or homelessness instead
would be given to a giant that can use the money
to buy back shares of stock or pay executive bonuses if they wish. And if this fact weren’t uncomfortable enough, it’s possible that another round of
bidding is on the horizon. Amazon never refers to
these 20 cities as “finalists.” Some suspect there
will be another brazen attempt to squeeze these
municipalities and state governments for even
more subsidies. Many cities have kept their offers
private under non-disclosure agreements.
According to a report from Timothy Bartik
of the W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research, there is no correlation between tax
incentives, increased employment, wages, or
where companies actually choose to operate.
The tax breaks are incredibly costly and ineffective. The companies have often already made up
their minds on where to establish themselves,
because of other factors such as vicinity to major colleges, a skilled labor pool, and public transit systems. They will create these competitions
to squeeze money from taxpayers, often meaning that small business owners and workers are
forced to make up the difference in the tax base.
Since states and cities with less economic activity are more likely to use larger tax incentives, the
end result is places that can least afford it being
hurt the most by these useless practices.

How can a company have so much power
over government? Instead of taxing corporations
to benefit our cities, we are begging Amazon to
build in our cities. Amazon controls so much of
the online retail market that it is able to eliminate
its competition. This is called monopoly power.
Investors have so much faith in Amazon’s power
that when it bought Whole Foods for $13 billion,
its stock price rose by $14 billion, essentially letting them buy the grocery giant for free.

there is no correlation
between tax incentives,
increased employment,
wages, or where companies
actually choose to operate
Amazon has about 45% of the market
share of e-commerce, which is several times
more than many top competitors combined.
And it has more than 90% market share of five
different products categories. Brick and mortar
stores are closing at alarming rates, as Amazon sales rise and as it expands into the grocer
market. According to Marketwatch, Amazon will
probably destroy more than 2 million retail jobs
in America within the next five years. For every
job Amazon creates, several more are destroyed.
And these newly created jobs are arguably inhumane — with reports of warehouse workers skipping bathroom breaks to keep their jobs.
So with all this in mind, would Amazon establishing a second headquarters in Philadelphia
be worth lost tax dollars, dignity, and increased
car traffic? We probably won’t be chosen regardless of what subsidies the politicians offer.
Amazon has shown much less interest in Philadelphia than other cities on its list. Why should
Philadelphia roll over and show its belly at our —
the taxpayers — expense? If we let our leaders
offer Amazon public resources, it could make it
easier for other companies to do the same in the
future. If a company wants to be a part of our
community, then the bare minimum is that they
need to contribute like everyone else, and we, or
any other city, shouldn’t stand for anything less
than that. This is blatantly putting companies
above people, and we should work towards a
society where that never happens.
Editor’s Note: Amazon announced in November that it has
chosen New York City and Northern Virginia for HQ2.
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abolish empire | from page 11

The solution is to eliminate the concept of “illegal immigrants” altogether, and to start paying
up for those reparations the rest of the Americas deserves.
The injustices of U.S. immigration policy
recently captured the wider public’s attention
when news came to light of immigrant children
being separated from their parents. Thousands
of people of conscience have shown their support for these families by marching together in
the streets and raising their voices in protest.

we come here to the United
States because our countries
are broken by the same hand
that wants to persecute us
and get rid of us

But it is not enough. It will never be enough
until every child in a cage is set free. We must
do more.
Philly Socialists organized together with
several other local groups a mass action against
ICE on Monday July 2nd, 2018. Don’t let the anger last for one week, don’t let that fire die. If we
do, we will never be able to stop this fascism in
this country, and the venom from its fangs will
run deep and destroy what humanity we have
left in us.

DIEGO RIVERA’S “GLORIOSA VICTORIA” DEPICTS
U.S. INFLUENCE IN THE 1954 OVERTHROW
OF GUATEMALA’S DEMOCRATICALLY ELECTED
GOVERNMENT. PUBLIC DOMAIN IMAGE.

refinery | from page 4

those sales made. EPA press officer David Sternberg confirmed for The Partisan that they “treat
RIN [biofuel credit] transactions for individual
companies as confidential business information
so we cannot provide the information.”
The biofuel lobby also claims Energy Solutions engaged in “heavy RINs [biofuel credit] selling” after filing for bankruptcy, citing proprietary
database OPISnet, which keeps energy industry
data. The Partisan couldn’t source this claim either. OPISnet Sales Specialist Rebecca Newill
explained that while the service does “report daily
RIN [biofuel credit] values, all vintages, all RIN
types,” it doesn’t “have data on the number of
RINs bought and sold.”
Shortly before this article printed, Philadelphia Energy Solutions and RNG Solutions
announced plans to build a facility at the Point
Breeze site that will convert food waste to natural
gas. City Council and the Mayor’s Office support
the project because it will create jobs.

ART BY JACK GRAUER
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SNAP | from page 2

ate these jobs. […] And SNAP effectively
boosts wages for workers who don’t earn
enough to afford a basic diet.”
In an economy where many families simply
cannot find jobs with decent pay or sufficient
hours, food stamps are a necessity. Threatening
households with stricter work requirements will
not make decent paying jobs appear, or make
managers schedule workers for more shifts. It
just means hungry families. According to this
same report, if the House Republicans’ requirements were implemented, 2 million low-income
people would lose their benefits altogether. Not
included in the data are the many millions of children who rely on the benefits of these recipients.
As Vox reports, 76% of SNAP benefits go to
households with children.
Underlying all of this is the astounding fact
that SNAP is an effective government program.
SNAP feeds 40 million people, which represents approximately one in eight Americans.
In Pennsylvania, 1.8 million people use it — approximately 14% of the state. Almost despite
its own byzantine bureaucracy, SNAP maintains
tremendously low costs. The average cost per
person per meal is $1.40. Less than 7% of
SNAP funding goes towards administrative
costs. Even the American Red Cross spends
slightly more than 10% of their budget on overhead costs! As you might expect, fraud is a real
problem — a real tiny problem. Only 1.5% of
SNAP funds are used fraudulently. Let’s not forget study after study demonstrating that SNAP
improves both basic child health measures and
the long-term outcomes of those children well
into adulthood.
Democrats would rather SNAP stay as an
emergency safety net, but why shouldn’t we
push to expand a successful program? Many
are increasingly ready to say that healthcare,

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

and for some housing, is a right — because a
right to life cannot be preserved without health
or home. We guarantee public education for our
children because every child deserves a quality education. Every person deserves decent, 10:00am
healthy meals. Every child has the right to grow
Cesar Iglesias Community
up healthy and strong.
Why should we leave the provision of food Garden Work Day
to exploitative big box stores like Wal-Mart and 425 ARLINGTON STREET
Amazon? In countries with government-run single-payer healthcare systems, the government
can directly negotiate with powerful pharma- 6:30pm
ceutical companies and hospitals to lower costs.
Imagine a universal food program that can di- Philadelphia Tenants Union
rectly challenge the wealthy industrial agribusi- Winter General Meeting
ness farms and greedy Wall Street commodity CALVARY CHURCH, 801 S 48TH ST
speculators to guarantee affordable food prices.
Imagine a food provision service that paid a decent living wage.

November 18

December 4

December 5

7:00pm

every child has
the right to grow up
healthy and strong
We have a right to decent food, but many
in America are going hungry. According to the
USDA, in 2016, 12.3% of all households suffered from food insecurity at some point that
year. In 2016, more than one out of 10 households went hungry, at least for a short bit. Some
for longer.
If the markets and the rich won’t give us
either the food to eat or jobs and pay so that
we can buy it, then we have no choice. People
shouldn’t go hungry just for being poor. We
need to demand a solution. Demand a universal
food program.
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pipeline | from page 7

hired by Energy Transfer Partners (which is also
behind the Dakota Access Pipeline) to run a
counterinsurgency campaign against the Indigenous water protectors. TigerSwan mentions the
“caliber” of paintball pellets the water protectors
had, the “stockpiling” of signs, and other notes
referring to unarmed demonstrators in explicitly
military terms. The Intercept concludes that “the
protesters’ dissent was not only criminalized but
treated as a national security threat.”
The heroic efforts of pipeline resistance
movements are rooted in a politics and history
that have opposed the dominant logics of capital since 1492. To name only a few struggles:
the hundreds of tribes who united against the
Dakota Access Pipeline, the Ramapough Lunaape against the Pilgrim Pipeline, the movement against the Potomac Pipeline, the Mountain Valley Pipeline encampment, the Unist’ot’en
who have fought pipelines by directly reoccupying their traditional lands, and the Mohawks of
Kanesatake’s defeat of two of TransCanada’s

Philadelphia Partisan
Monthly Meeting

pipelines. These efforts offer a genuine alternative to global capitalism — one that values human
life and the planet.
While the dozens of ongoing pipeline resistance movements offer hope and encouragement, they are ultimately defensive. Cautious optimism can be justified by the polling of opinions
on the Keystone XL and Dakota Access Pipelines. Before sustained movements, opinion was
decisively in favor of the pipelines, but roughly
around the movements’ height, public opinion
turned to a small majority opposed. The direct
action of local communities and Indigenous
peoples made that change happen. A simple
environmentalist approach lacks a critique of
how colonialism and capitalism legitimize the
wholesale destruction of the natural world and
seem eager to dive headlong into a new mass
extinction. To address climate change without
addressing colonialism and capitalism is not
simply unjust, it prevents us from finding a solution and fighting for it.
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